
Overseeing a contingent workforce program with multiple 
suppliers can be overwhelming. Populus Group's MSP solution 
can streamline the way you source, hire and manage contingent 
labor with better processes with crystal-clear visibility. We bring 
expertise to designing customized MSP solutions for each 
customer to address their specific needs, empowering
them with processes and reporting they need to reveal
powerful insights into performance, cost and risk.

MSP Solutions
What are our Managed Service 
Provider Solutions?

Vendor Neutral
Analysis of each supplier is based 
on set criteria, avoiding conflicts of 
interest while providing top level 
compliance, and driving savings 
through market competition.

Diversity Spend
Populus Group is a certified Minority 
Owned Business and Veteran Owned 
Business, so when you partner with 
us, you will earn toward diversity 
spend goals.

Why Utilize PG's MSP Solution?

Technology
Our technology use is built on 
experience with vast number of VMS 
providers, so we can help recommend 
and tailor the best options for any 
company based on the amount and 
type of speed.

Marketing Expertise
With extensive experience across 
industries, we understand the needs 
of the midmarket and proven 
experience designing the solutions 
that scale with changing needs. 

Since 2002, we’ve helped 
our customers earn more than 
$3 billion in Tier-1 Diversity Spend



What makes our MSP Solution different?
We go above and beyond the typical out-of-the box solutions that you may be familiar with. 
Here are a few highlights:

Technology
Like shoes, finding the right fit is make-or-break. We take the time to make sure 
you’re picking the right one.

Deep Research
We spend the time to understand you, your needs, goals and processes.

Cost Control
We make sure you’re not over-paying for labor, while conducting regular audits to 
ensure every dollar spent helps you achieve goals.

Weekly touch points
It’s amazing how many problems strong communication can solve (and avoid).

Dedicated program office
You’ll get a dedicated team who understands the specific needs of each account.

Leveraging suppliers
We assess your community of suppliers and find ways to develop a more successful 
partnership. With more than 15 years of industry experience, we’ve partnered with 
nearly all of them!

Innovation for the future
We won’t give you the keys and walk away. We will continue to do the research for 
continuous process improvement so you can evolve and grow.
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Purpose
Populus Group was founded on the belief 
that everyone deserves the opportunity to 
succeed. Since 2002, we’ve been giving 
back in our communities, with a focus on 
children and Veterans.

What does a successful program look like?
›    There are clear, consistent processes in place
›    Reporting is easy, you can quickly access the facts and figures that matter to you and your team
›    You’re leveraging technology to uncover new insights
›    Bill Rates are vetted and audited
›    You have a trusted partner and expert to call for guidance and problem-solving

Managed Services Provider Solutions

›    You rely on manual reporting
›    You can’t track temporary labor spend by 
      candidate or supplier
›    You’re not sure you can hire the best talent
›    You don’t have a clearly defined system in 
      place to manage suppliers.

›    You can’t quickly find basic information 
      like candidates’ and their managers’ 
      contact information
›    You have multiple contracts and terms 
      with suppliers, and no cost control or 
      rate cards in place

The top signs that you can streamline your program:
If any of the following issues apply to you, we highly recommend considering an MSP:

Why Populus Group?
What really sets us apart are our core values. We believe people should come first. At the heart 
of our organization and culture is the belief that everyone deserves the opportunity to succeed. 
When you work with us, you’ll get a solution that addresses your unique goals and challenges 
and empowers you with the roadmap you need to be successful.

Get Started
We’d love to learn more about you and your goals. 
Let’s connect and start building the solutions that 
will take you into the future. Fill-out our quick 
immigration solutions intake form and one of our 
specialists will follow-up with you right away.

You can shoot us an email at: opportunities@populusgroup.com

More About Populus Group


